Knights  level two

CREATE A POWER POINT THAT INCORPORATES THE FOLLOWING TOPICS LISTED BELOW.

Your power point must be at least 10 slides - (you can always have more than 10) - cover slide does not count as one of the 10 slides

Cover slide must contain title, first and last name, period, and creative visual

**information to be included in the powerpoint**

1. Compare earliest knights armor to the later more sophisticated armor. – Not just a picture you must state what is different or the same (2 slides)
2. Compare a suit of armor to a uniform of today’s military (USA). - Not just a picture you must state what is different or the same (1 slide)
3. Find out about the horses that the knights used and the armor of the horses.(2 slides)
4. Describe the weapons use used by knights,(3 slides)
5. Tournaments – when, where, what type of games, prizes, etc. (2 slides)

Presentation

1. Come to support the day before due, check if it works, and save to classroom desktop
2. Make a thumbnail copy of the slides to hand to the teacher